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MRI PATIENT TRANSPORT TABLE - FIXED HEIGHT 7 TESLA
MRI soft couch stretcher

  

Product description:
This MRI transport table / universal table are intended for use as patient transport tables in the field Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MR or MRI). This is mainly due to the material nature of the products. They are made of very
slightly magnetic stainless steel and therefore suitable for many MR systems.

Our patient transport tables for MRI are safe, practical and reliable
The MRI transport tables are available with or without side safety rails, and include four smooth-running multi-
directional locking castors (Ø 100 mm) that guarantee an effortless patient transport . The MRI tables with side
guards include four locking castors.

Options:
To ensure safe patient transport, the MRI tables are also available with side safety rails. In order to allow
unobstructed access to the patient from either side as required, both side safety rails (800 x 250 mm, LxH) can be
moved up or down by a simple twist mechanism
Please pay careful attention to the total width of the tables with the side safety rails:

The MRI tables has an overall width of 795 mm or 975 mm, side rails included.

The patient transport tables are available at no additional cost in the heights of 650, 700, 750 and 800 mm for an
ergonomic working position. Unless requested otherwise at time of order, the table will be delivered in the standard
height of 650 mm.

Two-piece tabletop, upholstery thickness of 64 mm.

Continuously adjustable headrest (up to +40°) with clamping rod locking mechanism.
Continuous adjustment of the headrest and side guards

Certified quality management system for medical devices according to DIN EN ISO 13485:2012
CE Conformity
Delivery of spare parts for 10 years
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Warranty obligation for 3 years
Maintenance-free products

If you are using another MRI system, please contact us for more information on compatibility.

MRI Tesla: 3 Tesla
Upholstery color: White, Birch, Yellow, Mandarin, Rosewood, Red, Old pink, Magenta, Sky Blue, Baltic, Atoll, Blue,
Almond, Turquoise, Purple, Green, Light grey, Grey, Anthracite, Brown, Black, Conductive black
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